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Assembly instruction and manual for the encapsulation
of the SUB Sea Lynx range gated laser camera.

This manual explain how to assemble and disassemble
the high pressure resistant casing of the range gated

laser camera Sub Sea Lynx from Laseroptronix

Read this instruction with care before connecting and
testing the system
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Check of equipment after receiving it procedure

At arrival check all boxes for signs of transport damage. If there may be a problem take
some photos of the damage with a digital camera. Best is to make a note to the
forwarder at arrival so they are aware about a possible problem in advance.
Encapsulation part is very rugged and heavy and will not easily get broken. Sensitive
parts is cables and connectors at rear end.

After receiving the delivery put all parts put them side by side on a floor so all parts can
be viewed. Here it is easier to see all parts are here and how to assemble the system

Main parts are

PC system with needed accessories. This is the operator interface. PC screen is not
included and the PC is a specially modified better level of office PC. It operates under
Windows.

Controller unit  is a box connecting the PC system with the sub sea part. One cable is
connected to the PC system. The other is the sub sea cable is normally supplied by end
user. See grey box in front of the electronic modules.

       

Internal electronic modules

There are two internal modules normally delivered in a wood box in a rack. Here side by
side there are the transmitter and reciever modules. Special customers get 2 sets
where one is the spare part. Photos show the double part solution with 2+2 modules.
The copper foil around the modules is the electronic radio frequency shielding. Range
gated cameras uses very sensitive signals to work correct and this needs special
designs.
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3 images side by side. Left the transport box in wood. Centre the box open with
modules in the wooden rack. Right image is the 2+2 modules in the wooden rack.

Delivery status of the laser camera

Sub sea housing is normally empty at delivery and preliminary assembled. Electronic
parts are in a rugged wood box. PC and extra parts are in separate boxes. The heavy
duty encapsulation is separate. This makes the system easier ti handle by hand.Totally
all is about 200 kg in weight with packing included.

Pre-test of the system

Pick out one of each electronic module out of the wooden rack. Check they look OK and
have no visible transport damage. Connect them with the test cable and controller box
and PC unit. Put them side by side in a room at least 10 meter long. Hook up the cables
between the 2 units and the cable to the controller unit and PC system. Pls see wiring
diagram in this paper and the manual.

Use the other instruction manual and start the complete system up and check it works.
This is described in the manual for operation.

Make tests and see range gating works as promised. Let the system be connected for
some hours and see all works as spec in the operation manual. We propose to test like
what was done in FAT test with targets at different distances.

This is an excellent way of learning how the range gating technology works and what is
the output. We propose to play with the system and move around targets in the area and
see effects of this.

Pls note the system can operate in positive and negative mode. This makes it possible
to see an object illuminated and white as well as a shadow on a white background.
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Photos of range gating functions as done in FAT test procedure. Pls note the bottle and
fan at short range appears as black shadows while the resolution pattern target
appears illuminated. The fan is a shadow at left side. The negative viewing is often very
effective in sharp applications as it gives a very good conyr5ast in bad visibility water.
When all appear OK it is time to install it in the sub sea casing.

The camera is divided in 2 parts in separate steel tubes. Each section is sealed against
water and moisture. Front and rear end have stainless steel flanges with rubber O-rings
to keep water out. Steel tube is very rugged and can resist a water pressure of over 300
meter + substantial bad handling at full pressure without collapse.
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Steel tubes are coated with a new type of corrosion resistant Nickel plating developed
for off shore applications. This can resist 25 years in warm salt water. On surface we
have painted the tubes with a special polyurethane paint with high chemical strength.
Yellow colour makes it easy to see the camera system at long range when submerged.

Left side parts of image is the laser and optical parts with the window. Front end have a
25 mm thick acrylic glass window sealed with 2 rubber O-rings.

Right side part of the image has one double glands and cable connection and a special
sub sea connector for the cable to the surface.

Screws are connected through long bars keeping all together is standard hexagonal
screws of M6 and M8 threads. The 6 stainless steel rods compress all together and get
a very strong design.

All parts at outside are salt water resistant for many years.

 
Left image the front and rear end caps/ flanges of the encapsulation. Top is the two end
caps/ front / rear end  with the glands installed. The surface 10 pin sub sea connector is
at table between the units. The connector is a Lemo Swiss made sub sea connector.

Right image shows the flange at back with a tube of water resistant grease used to
lubricate the o-ring seals at installation. Rubber has very high friction when dry and this
makes installation of the windows and end caps very difficult. Grease make all far
better.

The grease itself do also increase the efficiency of toe rubber O-ring seals.
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Left image shows the front window in its flange/ end cap. O-rings are installed and we
have 2 at each seal. The bottom part is the flange with 4 M6 Hexagonal screws keeping
the front window in place. The screws compress the window and its inner o-ring to get a
waterproof seal.

Right image shows how to add water resistant grease to the o-rings.

Installation of Glands for cables

*1 Put the inside mounted gland on place with some epoxy glue on the thread. Do
not use to much epoxy here and then tighten the thread firmly.

*2 Put the cable through the gland and see there is a thin film of epoxy glue inside
the rubber bushing so it is pressed out when the thread nut is tighten around the cable.
When compressed there shall be some glue coming out around the cable. See the
length of cable is OK and not to short before you tighten the nut hard.

Cable length. If cable is to short and not long enough you have to do all again and cable
is waist. Be sure the cable is long enough.

*3  Turn the flange around so outer side is pointing up. Then you can see down in
the threaded hole beside the cable as outer gland is not there. Now fill 50% of the
volume between cable and thread with epoxy glue and see there is some glue on the
thread all way down.

*4 Put the outer gland threaded part in position and tighten the thread. Add some
drops of epoxy glue inside the gland rubber bushing and tighten the outer part of gland
firmly. After this the glands are filled with epoxy and so some of area between the 2
glands. Wait for one hour so all get hard. Then this feed through is done and OK.
Remove the epoxy glue that comes out between the gland bushing and the cable.

Now the 2 glands and the cable is done and ready to use.
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Connector for cable to the surface.

*5 Connect and solder all cables to the connector so you have extra length available.
Be careful so there is no short circuit between the cables. Use shrink hose to get all
cables protected individually. Check with an instrument there is no connections
between the cables. The connectors are small and it is easy to make a mistake here.
Double check all once again.

*6 Put the connector with all its cables through the hole. When done loose it a bit
and add epoxy on the threaded part of the connector. This is to add a bit extra sealing
between connector outer thread and the stain less steel walls of the hole. Then tighten
the nut on inside with a tool firmly. Tool must me a long internal hexagonal tool with
space in the centre for the cables. There are many standard tools with 1/2 inch mount
that can be used here.

*7 Check for no short circuit an extra time. Then put flange so inside is up. Fill the
cable part of connector with about10 mm epoxy. Wait 1 hour to epoxy get hard and then
you can go on.

Connector for the surface cable in the hand with nut on the thread at right. Under it you
see the hole where to install it. Instructions of this is done at top.

There is an O-ring at the connector to seal against water.

Nut is down in the hole so you need a long hexagonal tool to tighten it firmly. Pls see a
standard tool box with long style hexagonal tools.
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Image of  the cable through the gland. Here we have some extra length of the cable so
we can solder it to the connectors of the electronic modules.

Screws (3 pcs ) at right side are for the large electronic module to keep them in position
inside the casing. The large modules have a plate at bask end. Here there are 3 holes
for the screws to fasten them to the read end cap of the casing.

The 4 screws at inside end plate keep the module in position. If you want to get the
module more front located inside the tubes it is possible to add thin distance spacers
under the aluminium plate. The 4 M6 Hexagonal screws can then need to be longer.

      

Left image show the installation of the front flange. It needs a firm press to be pressed
down to the mechanical stop. The marine grease on o-rings helps a lot but still, it needs
some pressure. Be careful if the acrylic window is installed when this is done. Windows
can be exchanged without removing the front end cap.

Right image shows the system with the two front flanges installed. Then we put all like
image show and inside the rod bar and large end plates.
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Front window is kept in position by a flange mounted from front end. Here 4 screws
keep it in position. Window has 2 rubber o-rings and shall be coated with grease as the
4 flanges. The window can be exchanged from outside if flange is removed. If so it is a
bit difficult to grab the outer part of flange. If the window is damaged one way is to drill a
hole in the plexiglass window to 15 mm depth. This will not make a hole through all way
to interior. Then make a thread and add a screw. The screw can them be used to pick
the window up.

If window is OK it is easier to remove the complete front part. The outer flange can be
removed without removing the 6 steel bar screws that keep all together.

Rear end of the under water encapsulation. Here the cable between the two units is in
correct position. It shall have a little extra length and not be to short.

Connector for the cable to the surface is not installed and chassis end have no
protection cap mounted. The chassis part of connector is in hole but not sealed and
completed.

As you can see there are 6 pcs of M8 bolts keeping the 2 end plates pressed together.
Upon this the water pressure adds a lot of extra pressure so forces are increased by
depth.  The M6 hexagonal bolts shall be firmly tighten.
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Cable and how to protect the connectors at back end of camera.

We propose that there is a separate mechanical protection of the cables and connector
made when it is installed. This is not delivered from start as all installations are different
and space can be critical.

One is to mount the housing at end plates with longer M8 screws. This is a good
solution that is very strong. This is preferred.

The other way is to mount with clamps around the 6 pcs 12 mm stainless steel bars.
This needs more care to avoid to bend the 12 mm bars. If this is used the claps shall be
close to end plates where there is less flexibility.

Then outer part flanges with its 2 holes are very sold and here you can add a protection
for the cable glands, cables and the surface connector. Cables and connectors can hit
something when operated sub sea. Pls see there is a good protection of this part so no
damage occur.

    

Chassis from front end with empty encapsulation. There are 6 pcs of 12 mm diameter
connection rods keeping end plates in location. These rods are also suitable for
mounting the encapsulation to other structures.
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Back flanges of the 100 meter depth enclosure.

This is a bit different to the 300 meter rated enclosure. It shows a similar installation of
the connectors on the cables. We propose too solder the cables to connectors in a
similar way.

Side above

Red rings show the place where to screw the internal electronic modules to end plates.
300 meter design have a different design with plates and bolts. The 3 screws are
however similar in 100 meter and 300 meter casing.

  

Left top is the connector of one of the modules inside the unit. Here the cable is
connected. Right side is the cable from the surface cables / gland cables that is
connected to the right side connector. Booth transmitter and receiver modules have a
similar design.
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Single gland unit

Here there is a cable from the cable through the gland that is connected to the
connector that was in the delivery with the electronic modules. This is soldered to the
cables and connected to the internal module connector

Surface connector unit

Here we have a cable from the other unit coming from the gland connected cable. There
is also the cables from the connector. Pls see in wiring how they are soldered and how
this works. The D-sub is not easy to solder so this must be done with care and all
individual cables must have a shrink hose to avoid short circuits.

Solder booth cables to the connector and check with a digital instrument they are OK
and not short circuited.

Pre-test  before installing the housing

When all cable works are done it is best to check operation once again. Then connect
all cables and PC and control cable so system is connected as it will be. This included
the long surface cable that is used in this test. Make a short control of all functions of the
system.

Cable data of surface cable must be correct. If cable is out of specification and  very long
this may give communication problems later.

Test cable of the system
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Test cable of the system  is used at first tests after arrival. Here the connector at end is
connected to the controller. The two other connectors are connected to the electronic
modules. This device is a simple way to test all is OK after major transports and other
events.

If there are strange problems the test cable is good to sue as it sort out where the
malfunction can be.

If back flanges are pulled out a short bit you can disconnect the connectors at electronic
modules and put the cable there. This can be done in about 15 minutes and can be a
way to check for problems at sea.

Photo of the 2 internal modules (2 sets) and the controller unit in front at desk. Each
electronic module has the connection for the multi pole connector at back edge of unit.
This is slightly visible at this photo.

The controllers have all connectors at back side. Pls se drawing about this in this
instruction later back in paper.
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Maintenance in operation

All systems need maintenance and service.  This system do not need much but what is
needed must be done with care.

Cleaning front window

Cleaning the front window is critical to avoid scratches. In air the window appears far
more dirty and in bad shape than when submerged. Reason is that there is water in
contact with the surface and not air. The difference in optical gradient makes the
problems far less when sub merged.

Cleaning is done in two steps. First is done with warm water and soap and the surface
can be carefully cleaned by a soft textile. Often this step is OK. In normal operation this
is enough.

Stem 2 is done by alcohol and soft textile to remove other types of dirt.

Acetone is absolutely forbidden as it destroys the surface immediately.

Dry salt water can be hard to remove from window so this is critical.

If dry salt is removed with a dry textile this will scratch the window immediately
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Casing and cables.

We recommend to be very careful with cables and connectors. Most reasons for
problems is bad handling and damages. When used clean all parts that have been in
contact with salt water with clean pure water to get all salt away.

If cables are on deck of a boat it is easy to walk on them. This is not a good idea.

Cables close to connectors must not be bent or pressed in any way. Always use the
protection cap of encapsulation chassis connector to protect its contact parts. This is a
very sensitive connector when separated and this needs greatest care.

Cable connection and wiring Short cable between the 2 units.

This is connection of the short cable between the 2 units. This cable pass through 2
glands and have no connector as it is not needed. Cables is always installed but not
soldered at delivery.
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Cable data of the short cable between the 2 units

Cable must be a polyurethane cable to handle water pressure with no leaks.
Before use each time check this cable so it is correct and has not been
tensioned or twisted to much.

Pi
n

Signal
name Wire type

A Start
laser1

AWG - 20 or AWG - 24 twisted pair.
(Impedance
100-120 Ω, isolated, area 0,3…0,5
mm2)

B Start
laser2

AWG - 20 or AWG - 24 twisted pair.
(Impedance
100-120 Ω, isolated, area 0,3…0,5
mm2)

C Gate 1 Coaxial cable. (Impedance 50 or 75 Ω,
attenuation
9 db/100m on frequency 135 MHz).

D Gate 2 Coaxial cable. Impedance 50 or 75 Ω,
attenuation
9 db/100m on frequency 135 MHz

E +5V AWG - 16 or AWG - 17 (isolated, area
1,0 mm2)

F 220V= AWG - 16 or AWG - 17 (isolated, area
1,0 mm2)

G 0V(220
V)

AWG - 16 or AWG - 17 (isolated, area
1,0 mm2)

H 0V AWG - 16 or AWG - 17 (isolated, area
1,0 mm2)

J -12V AWG - 16 or AWG - 17 (isolated, area
1,0 mm2)

K +12V AWG - 16 or AWG - 17 (isolated, area
1,0 mm2)

Cable length is 370 mm including connectors.
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 Long cable to surface and general cable wiring diagram.
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Back side of controller unit.

Connections of unit.

Left Main voltage 230 VAC to your power unit
Centre USB to PC system
Right Large connector to sub sea long cable
Fuses 2 of them
Earth Marked with symbol.


